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STUDY OF THE VORTEX CONDITIONS OF WINGS WITH LARGE SWEEPBACK
BY EXTRAPOLATION OF THE JONES METHOD
P. Hirsch
SUMMARY
The pockets of separation originating on the leading edges are
surrounded by vortex sheets.
Their configuration and intensity are determined by four con-
ditions with the jONES approximation_ which is itself corrected by
a simple logic.
Field pressures and stresses are computed for different cases
and are compared with the test (pure deltas_ swallow tails_ trunca-
tions, "strakes", 4a_rks, fuselage).
I - INTRODUCTION /i
An increase in the angle of a strongly swept-back wing results
in the formation of a pocket of twisting separation upon the leading
edge.
The contact between sound fluid and the separated zone thus
produces vortex surfaces which wind around in horn pattern upon the
base of leading edges.
An attempt is made here to give an approximation of the phen-
omenon by using diagrams and simplified calculation assumptions
based on the traditional JONE_____Sapproximation.
Let us briefly review the principles:
Upon a strongly swept-back wing_ the variation of flows along
the longitudinal coordinate o0 is slow compared to their varia-
tion relative to the transverse coordinates _ and _ • In the
•Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text.
1
condition of continuity, it follows that the derivative Mf is
smaller than derivatives j _ .
In a first approximation, the flows in v and _ , in each
transverse section, are almost independent from what occurs in the
other sections and are influenced very little by the presence of
longitudinal component _ .
Here, under the same assumptions_ the transverse diagram will
correspond to that shown on figures 1 and 1-a which define the an-
notations of the configuration.
The pockets of separation are assumed to be of circular sec-
tion. Inside the pocket, components v and w will be zero: the vor-
tex boundary is therefore the line of jet and the angular vortex density
Br_$ of radius _ which forms the boundary with the external
flow will be constant.
Between the two pockets of separation, the linear circulation
density of the vortex components connected to the wing will be
[@ and _(_ will be functions of _ which must be defined.
2 - CONDITIONS /2
The first condition to observe is that of the relative slip on
the wing assumed here to be flat.
Since _ is the component induced by the vortex system
matching the conditions of JONES, and [ the angle, we must have
9
To define the parameters of the problem, let us set:
/
The configuration of the system will therefore depend on parameter
wh ere
A-lt
The relationship above becomes:
This is a functional relationship defining U_. and _4j
for _L given. The solution is easier by using a small computer,
HP97, for example .
For O</_ _ O,_ , we thus find that _#) varies
little relative to '_ and is expressed by the relationship of
qcondensation :
Simultaneously, ___ _,_ _o,_ _o,,_)_ (2)
The slopes of 9c_of quantities k' _' _4' _/ define locally __the sweepback angles, such as:
3 I
The intensity of the vortex tube along its axis is _--
The twist velocity at the contact of the tube in a plane
perpendicular to the axis is _-_ _/_Z_ at the contact of
the wing.
Projected perpendicular to 07 it is _ _._D_
such that WZ __ (fig.2).
If we assume _ is the ratio between _ and the potential
O
incident component) here:
Therefore: _=_ _ _ COS_. , which will be expressed with
Let us now consider the distance 2_ between the leading
edge of the wing and outline on the wing of the vortex tube axis,
taken perpendicular to _ . Its slope will be:
A vortex component which follows the outline of this tube on
the wing surface is subjected to a drag velocity, perpendicular to
this outline is the half-resultant (*) between Vo_S_
coming from the external potential and:
In the axes related t° _ _ J_ __F
This gives us the relationship:
/'.,t
---. _ .---- : ..- . AJ(.o9
i.e. :
These are the conditions which define the configuration
_, _i , and _4. and the vortex intensities _ , _ when the
angle _ , sweepback _o and factor _ • are defined.
The problem is solved easily by using mini-computers, such as
the HP 97.
3 - CORRECTION FACTORS OF THE JONES APPROXIMATION
The approximation is in principle exactly applicable to the
boundary condition where sweepback _ reaches 9°o .
3o
It has two sources of error. The first results from the non-
zero slope on the symmetry plane of the vortex lines. The second
i ,, i ,, , ,
(*) The velocity of the vortex component is half the sum of the
external and internal velocities at the sheet, with the latter
being equal to zero.
one is because the vortex lines do not reach infinity with a
constant circulation intensity upstream and downstream the section
under consideration, which is implicitly assumed in the JONES approx-
imation.
For the first cause of error, we have seen that the circulation
r _ taken in a plane perpendicular to the plane of symmetry is de-
duced from the circulation around the vortex tube perpendicular to
its axis by the relationship F_ _ff('_ (fig.3)
A point _ of section _ is subjected to an induced velocity
with _ z451'_ " Expressed with _* and _ :
The correction factor _t_ thus appears in the condition of
/
relative slip which defines _.._1_d
It may be compared with the results of the comparison between
the calculation of lift performed at the ONERA with the rheoelectric
tank and calculations with the JONES approximation for different
sweepbacks:
_o 600 700 80 °
ONERA correction 0.70 0 79 0 89factor " '
Sin2 _ 0,75 0.88 0.97
Factor 1.2 is thus replaced in the expressions of _ and
.,_)j_. by 1.2 sin2 _o = _>"
J
In order to evaluate the effects of the second error of the
JONES approximation, the effects of each section of a vortex tube
with increasing linear radius and circulation from the apex to the
leading edge (beyond the latter _TD_ is reduced to zero and
has no more effect). The results will be compared with those of
the preceding formulas.
By carrying out this calculation, we have shown that the cor-
rection factor required is very close to one, except in the region
near the trailing edge of the wing (0.85 to 1 of the central chord)
where it drops to a limit value 0.5, as suddenly as the sweepback
is large.
4 - CHOICE of A! _/
If the leading edge is pointed, the separation must appear with
very small incidences: we must therefore find the value _ _o
for these incidences resulting in a lift at least equal to that of
the JONES theory corrected in _t'n_ .
r
We thus find: _ "_/_ o7" _,0o
In the case of a wing which has a leading edge of curve _/_
of slope _¢_ , the twisting velocity will be higher than for /6
the previous case, hence: _ <
It is possible to evaluate the variation /_-_/o by applying
relationships which define the tangential velocity of a profile at
the leading edge relative to the velocity of the perpendicular com-
ponent _ 6o_@ Therefore:
Here _= _,. _ and
6.---------_ e
5 - PRESSURE FIELDS AND LOCAL STRESSES
They will be determined by applying the KUTTA law:
d_F
_-.¢,V, r
V is the component of velocity perpendicular to the vortex
stream on this point.
By assuming q_ Vo_ , the calculation leads to:
-The average pressure under the horn:
a__ _. £rc)"_,
-The pressure between horns:
-and local pressures (fig. 4) under the horn.
The function is defined by:
may be calculated point by point from the formulae of BIOT SA-
VART and KUTTA as a function of coordinate _/_ centered on the pro-
jection of the vortex tube axis (Fig. 4). /7
Accordingly, the local stress is:
&. d"£____= _ x.,, _..!...___) . ,_., .
R
For a pure triangular Ll, we thus have with 5 = wing sur-
face:
The moment around the apex will be here:
where:
qteM(o)
(J,' -< ~ ~ O,G'?
--
for <f=central chord)
6 - RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS AND COMPARISON WITH THE TEST
6.1 - Pure Delta
Programs solved by using the small HP97 computer have resulted
in numerous applications.
Pl. 1 shows the results of comparisons between calculations
and tests found in various publications (ONERA - AGARD).
The calculated configurations of vortex tubes place the axes
of the latter inside the wing in the vicinity of the leading edges.
The pressure fields are satisfactorily shown; the test shows that
the peak decreases as we move closer to the leading edge.
For a sweepback of 75 0 , the calculation of c" (?() decreases
;!....
the slope after 15 0 of incidence, which is not shown by the tests.
6.2 - Special Wing Shapes
We were able to calculate the cases of small truncated and
swallow tail Wings.
Pl. II provides the results and the comparison with the tests
of BOBBIT and MONROE (wing of 71 0 2) on pressure fields, lift and
moment.
9
The diagrams of figure 5 show the principle of the calculations
and the regions where pressure integrations must be found.
In the region formed by the swallow tail, the distribution /8
of components "_ is the same as for the trailing edge of the
wing.
Let us point out that the calculation also applies to a "neg-
ative" swallow tail: _l< O •
6.3 - "Strake" and the Case of Multiple Sweepbacks
This is a difficult case because it must be shown that the
horn-shaped vortices originating on the "strakes" and those on the
downstream section of the wing are connected 4n position and inten-
sity, which results in displacing the latter relative to their na-
tural position. An additional intensity must be applied to them
without modifying the condition of relative slip (Fig. 6).
Comparisons were possible only in cases where a fuselage was
also present.
6.4 -_rk- __
------
It was necessary to take into account the effects of inductance
of the vortex tubes on the wake sheet of the duck downstream from
the latter: the result was a deflection to the bottom of this sheet
and a contraction of the tubes to the plane of symmetry. This
effects the main wing and modifies, as for the case of the "strakes",
the configuration of vortices of the main wing (Fig. 7).
By taking these precautions, it was possible to make satisfac-
.tory comparisons of the calculation - test (SAAB d_ek - PI. Ill).
¢. i0
6.5 - _uselage
The first comparisons with the test showed that a fuselage
with small diameter changed very little the results of a detached
wing by giving it the surface of the total wing surface. On the
other hand, in the case of a detached d_ck placed on a fuselage
(i.e. a wing with small external surface compared to the total sur- /9
face - 0NERA Test of EHRLICH) - the calculation based on only the
outside surface coincided more with the test result.
These observations have shown that there is an effect related to th_
ratio of the wing span divided by the diameter of the fuselage
squared (aspect ratios). This explains the introduction of an oper-
ator in (_/_ "_o)_. _ with _ the wing chord, _ the diameter
of the fuselage, taken in the form:
It moves to zero when _'_o -->
O
and assumes the value making it possible to verify the EHRLICH test,
for K Z _._/
Plates IV, Vp Vl, and VII result from the application of these
different calculation methods.
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